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A tree is known by it's fruit.

In the web, you'll find a lot of info about "Aliens". Some websites go as far as to classify them, and there are many documents ufologists have found about many alien Races. Yes, there are many of these out there, others relevant, and others not relevant. But a lot of aliens exist.

With most, we have never interacted and probably never will. Not everyone is interested in the future of the Earth, and even fewer can do anything about it, since stronger factions such as those of the enemy and our Gods are already affecting the earth more than these beings can.

Another foolish presupposition, is that "aliens are friendly", and other stupid human low life projections people are doing to make aliens seem like cutesy and friendly. Do races that take strolls on the universe and are millions of years ahead in all ways, appear very "cutesy" to you? If their evolutionary struggle for survival is that far, and they are "Good", they probably care little about humans since they would have nothing in common.

Who is also to say that these "Aliens" are of our form, or that they can interact with us? Why do all these weird heptapod whatever aliens, have to supposedly copulate with "all important" anime waifu camgirls in their dreams and instruct them to do weed? Is it because they do this actually, or because stupid humans feel so entitled nowadays that they make these stories up?

Needless to say, this whole thing has become a fad, and if anything, pop culture and distraction of off actual events. Those who are really looking into these subjects, you better make research into actual US military intelligence documents, actual ufologists and so forth. Above all, observe people themselves.

In regards to the JoS, everything is proven by it's fruit in this world. What is the JoS teaching you? We definitely had a couple of plants and other idiots, but does the JoS preach you veganism, socialism, cuckoldry, death of your species, and all sorts of other disabling things to life and damning things? Clearly, not.

Meanwhile, many are given the benefit of the doubt and much lying goes on online about many so called "Aliens", whom are easily observable to be seen by the fruit that they create in their followers. Actually their followers are only a meme and in most cases, copies of one another without any individuality. You read one new ager and you have read them all.

Someone here was trying to shill about these worthless "Pleiadians", which are nothing positive. I watch their dead husk followers, and the people whom they are
in "Contact" with, and they reflect braindead new-agers, weed users, and general trash of the earth, that is nothing but another rainbow coloured column of the same Jewish behemoth.

Every so often, a super kike makes a video in Youtube promoting these "cutesy pies" that love humanity so much. And help us ascend while essentially doing nothing and teaching humanity nothing at all. In regards to stories about how your average skank copulated with a Pleiadian in a spaceship, I don't know.

No different than greys, they waste everyone's time with misdirection and vague bullshit, all day long. "You'll ascend in 2012 yung children, just sit there with your goyim hands tied while we do this for you". "You're all equal goyim". "Do not discriminate cattle of the earth and just wait for x year to be saved ok goyim?". "Spirituality is this, just chant IAMCUCK x1000 times and you will feel the power of cuck flow through you".

Exaggerations aside the above looks like a lot of the new age meditations that are given by "Pleiadians".

They act in total unison morally and in all ways with the jews and all the worthless enemy aliens, preaching the same agenda, and promoting the same core values of decay. Their followers are a clear story on their own. They promote "multiculturalism", "pacifism", "non-intervention", and all the general package the enemy has been preaching for centuries.

In regards to what they have been doing: wars, destroying spiritual knowledge, pushing humans to nuclear disasters, turning humans into dead husks, turning humans delusional and causing all sorts of global tragedy. They do such non intervention type of things such as creating Islam and other "religions" which coincidentally, destroyed all of spiritual knowledge on earth. Then they sit there and shrug that they have no idea how that even happened.

Since they don't like to intervene as claimed, why they have so many autobots online where they all preach the same "Rainbow and light" bullshit? And is it a coincidence the whole "meatless, vegan, christian, pacifist, socialist, drug user" package is present in them also like coincidentally with everyone else?

These aliens have also have understood that human spiritual knowledge is advancing. And what are they doing for this? Create deception after deception.

Your argument in the New Age about them is this: but "What are their intentions and if they are good" and boils down to...They can shove their "intentions" up their ass.

Nobody has to care about them if they are "neutral". Which they are not of course, this is only the front. So neutral they have to harass so many endless people psychically to promote them like autobots on every online website?
So neutral they enforce the mass forced pacifism on mankind, making humans into bots? So neutral and sadistic they almost enjoy looking at the show in the 70s and 60s where humanity almost went extinct because of escalating tensions which could lead to Nuclear Warfare? Why do they always push these extremes? From ultimate pacifism to ultimate species extinction warfare?

They are not neutral, they are harassing humans, both with physical agents and on their own. Neutrality is a mask they wear.

All these claims are to be taken with a grain of salt. Remember: you will know them by their fruit.
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